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JOHN MAXWELL
Proselytizes Christianity
IN OUR U.S. MILITARY!

Click to watch video

"Control Your Future With Leadership Capabilities" (03:58)

There is no question that John Maxwell is
a 7 Mountains dominionist...
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Our Country's Military?
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Thursday, November 1, 2018

It was just one line in an email
announcement at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in
Ohio, about a one-day course that would help those
attending learn how to “stretch your creativity,” manage
their money properly and “strengthen your faith” with
“four powerful tools.”
That last line was a red flag that the course offering was
an officially-sanctioned promotion of religion, in conflict
with Air Force regulations, as well as the First
Amendment. Fifty-two clients have reached out to
the Military Religious Freedom Foundation to file a
complaint on their behalf, after an attempt to file a
complaint independently went nowhere. That class
may be just the tip of a very large iceberg, with other
potentially suspect courses offered at bases across the
U.S., and even overseas, according to research MRFF
provided to Playboy.
[...]

Click to read on Playboy.com

"muslims get out"
From: (name withheld)
Subject: muslims get out!
Date: October 21, 2018
To: Mikey Weinstein
Mikey Weinstein
A friend of a friend shared your latest editorial temper tantrum on Facebook about
targeting those poor misunderstood muslims.
Oh boo hoo for them rag heads.
Like its our fault that their suppose “religion” is so violent?
Why do you always take their sides? If you read their false koran you will see how
evil islam is and all who practice it follow a devil religion.
Satan is the god of Islam and you can check it out.
Jesus Christ is the God of America and the universe. You can check that out too.
Nobody who follows satan’s islam should be allowed either in our military or in our
country.
Only Trump has the guts and the brains to stop it.
You try to tear down America when you let muslim dogs be in our military. And
when you let the faggots in and the trans trash too.
You’re suppose to be a jew? Now like that makes sense for once?
A jew like you fighting for muslims trying to replace our constitution with their
sharia laws. Mikey you’re just a a goddamn leach of a kike.
You are the perfect example of The International Jew plotting globalism to Make
America Muslim.
And you wonder why people of our Christian faith hate jewish like you? You are
truly Judas reborn. And look what happened to him.
How long will you keep using the fake news holocaust as an excuse for your jews
to be pitied?
Is your momma jew a muslim? Because it seems like you must have islam mixed
in your jew blood somewhere.
(name withheld)
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our Fight in the Courts and in the Media
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